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CHAPTER I 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 Introduction 

Indonesia is well-known for its number of populations. Meaning, there are lots of 

opportunities for companies to sell their products or services, including in the jewelry 

industry. According to Kementrian Perdagangan Republik Indonesia (2018), jewelry in 

Indonesia is a potential product and it has a role in Indonesia’s economy. In 2018, 

Indonesia’s Minister of Finance Regulation made a decrease in imports because of the 

Imposition of Import Duty Tariffs. This will create state revenues because the value of 

local jewelries will be greater than the value of import jewelries.  

The company name, Tri Hita Karana (THK), is inspired by a Balinese philosophy 

that the founders encountered during one of their travels in Bali and it becomes the 

foundation in everything they do. Established in 2019, the company focuses on selling 

925 Sterling Silver jewelry that aims to empower traditional silversmiths from all over 

Indonesia and yet still be sustainable. The jewelry line will consist mainly of rings, 

necklaces and bracelets. The industry is favorable because it is still a niche since there are 

not many sustainable Indonesian brands in the fashion industry, but it is a growing 

market.  

 

1.2 Company Description 

THK was founded by Karin Monica and Phoebe Carolyn, inspired by Indonesia 

craft and their travel, they noticed there is an opportunity in the jewelry industry of 

Indonesia. Traditional silversmiths are losing income because they are being 
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outperformed by machineries, but they don’t have the knowledge nor access to sell their 

product. Therefore, the founders decided to take in the silversmiths with a goal to help 

better their living standard and exhibit Indonesia’s craft.  

In the beginning, THK started by offering a range of 925 Sterling Silver rings, and 

it was met with a great response. Since then, THK has started to venture onto other 

jewelry varieties. Currently they have at least 6 jewelry design at any given time and 

some of it are seasonal or limited editions.  Limited edition may be one of a kind items or 

items that are only restock several times before being discontinued. New collections are 

launched once every 2-3 months and the concept is so that customers will not have the 

same homogeneous product. 

With that being said, THK with its philosophy and efforts, has the mission and 

vision to preserve Indonesian craft by empowering the craftsmen.  

 

1.3. Industrial Analysis 

THK will be entering the fashion industry, specifically the fashion jewelry 

industry. These are jewelries that aren’t made out of precious stones and materials, they 

are the kind that people usually encounter in a fashion retail store such as H&M and Zara.  

As a new participant in the jewelry industry, conducting an analysis to understand 

what factors and how to operate in the specific industry is beneficial. Therefore, THK 

conducted Porter’s Five Forces Analysis to understand whether the industry feasible to 

enter or not and the results were favorable.  

Following that, THK analyzed the key success factors and trends to ensure its 

competitiveness in the market, along with a list of their potential competitors. The result 
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of this analysis was that the industry still has room to grow and the long-term prospect of 

the market is still positive.  

 

1.4 Market Analysis 

Through a thorough market segmentation, THK’s ideal target customers is 

gathered and narrowed down into the following, Indonesians at the age group of 18-35 

with medium incomes with the same mission and an understanding of what THK is trying 

to achieve; empowerment & sustainability.  

 To acquire all further information on the market, THK conducted a PESTEL 

analysis, which includes politics, economy, social, technology, environment, and legal 

factors of a market. Followed by a SWOT analysis that analyzes strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats of the company from the market. Lastly, THK also created the 

IFE and EFE matrix in order to look which strategies can the company use in order to 

grow. Conditions in the market are favorable for market growth with healthy competition 

between competitors.  

THK has a number of both direct and indirect competitors because the jewelry 

market is quite concentrated. A list of similarities and differentiations are made in this 

chapter.  

 

1.5 Marketing Plan 

THK relies on a story telling method where the brand explains the story behind 

the process of making the rings and what each of the rings stands for. The brand will use 

Instagram as their main marketing tool because it provides a visual story for the 
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customers and the application is friendly to use by businesses. The photographer and 

graphic designer will be a crucial part of making the marketing plan a success. 

THK realized that the most suitable strategy to grow is through market 

penetration, market development, and product development. This information was 

obtained by creating the IE matrix for the company, based on the Internal Factors 

Evaluation (IFE) and External Factors Evaluation (EFE) which is attached in Chapter 4. 

In this chapter, the team also expanded the SWOT analysis using the SWOT matrix. 

 

1.6 Management Team and Company Structure 

Both the company structure and management team are crucial for every company 

to ensure the necessary people hired and each person will be put in the right position and 

know their assignments in order to operate well. THK is still at its bootstrapping stage, 

and consequently assignments are still mostly done by the owners. The company has yet 

to require long term professional’s services and management since salaries are usually the 

highest expense companies pay. Nonetheless, both the owners have used their connection 

and called out favors from families and friends to seek out for temporary professional 

services such as a professional photographer and graphic design teams to update social 

media.  

 

1.7 Operational Planning 

 THK’s business is based upon online sales, and day-to-day operations are 

currently done in the owner’s, Phoebe Carolyn, house in Pluit, Jakarta.  
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They occasionally do supplementary operations of joining bazaars and doing face-to-face 

meeting with customers in order to increase sales and gain brand awareness in the market 

considering it is a new brand. 

 THK, operations involve two processes, the product preparation and the order 

preparation process. The product preparation includes designing and reviewing models, 

sampling, production, and quality control of the goods to be sold. In the meantime, 

product preparation process consists of reviewing orders, selecting ordered products, 

product quality control, packaging the orders, and shipping. 

 Nevertheless, to maintain THK’s position in the market, there are some 

operational strategy that they have to follow through in order to increase the likelihood of 

their success.  

  

1.8 Development Plan 

THK’s business has been overseen by the owners themselves, Karin Monica and 

Phoebe Carolyn, for two main reasons. One is due to the business being at its 

bootstrapping stage and secondly, is to establish a solid foundation for the business 

concept so that when new professionals are brought in, they can understand what the 

brand stands for and respond to the market changes accordingly; without compromising 

the business integrity.  

Thus far, they have managed to realize their ideas and operate THK for the past 

10 months with a 2 month of planning and setting up prior to the launch. They introduced 

a total of 10 designs that are personally designed and, in the short term, are planning to 
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increase the frequency of their limited edition launches together with international 

shipping.  

In the future, the brand plans to build a workshop studio and offer limited edition 

collection with intricate and experimental design with prices above Rp. 600,000 that are 

launched several times a year to keep its exclusivity. Expanding into international 

markets is also a future plan that THK would like to carry out since it will provide an 

increased sales revenue and potentially higher profit margins.  

 

1.9 Financial Projection 

 THK started its operation with a capital of Rp. 13,000,000 that was sourced from 

the owner’s personal savings. In the profit and loss projection report for year one, the 

investment resulted in a sales revenue of Rp. 185,098,750 with a profit margin of 43.6%. 

More information and analyzation of financial projections are going to be discussed in 

Chapter IX.  
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